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Abstract 
A pair of Runge-Kutta methods i  applied to a system of ordinary differential equations in a modular fashion known 
as time point relaxation. For a class of two by two linear systems with constant coefficients, the concept of coupling 
stability is introduced. This is one way of measuring the loss of stability due to the decoupling of the system into two 
scalar subsystems. The strategy for handling the interactions between the two modules is controlled by a parameter, 
where certain choices of the parameter correspond to the Gauss-Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel method. Results are obtained 
for the case when Runge-Kutta methods in general are applied with only one iteration per time-step. The case with 
several iterations i  investigated for the well-known 0-methods. 
Keywords: Modular integration; Time point relaxation; Runge-Kutta methods 
1. Introduct ion 
"Modular integration is a technique connected to dynamic simulation. Modules representing 
different parts of a process integrate their variables over given time periods, after each there is an 
exchange of variables between the modules. The integration between each exchange takes place 
in separate local integrators". 
This definition of modular integration is given by Iversen [3]. In numerical analysis, the idea of 
splitting systems of ordinary differential equations into subsystems which are integrated indepen- 
dently over a time window, is more commonly known as waveform relaxation or time point 
relaxation. The ideas and principles behind these techniques are to a large extent based on the same 
as those of modular integration. The differences in these paradigms are mainly to be found in the 
problems which they aim to resolve. Modular integration has been extensively used in simulation 
of large and complex dynamical systems where subsystems or modules arise in a natural way, for 
instance from a physical perspective. It might then be desirable to simulate ach module separately 
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and to handle the interactions between modules as forcing terms or input/output flow. The 
specification of the interface of a module needs only to include information at the end of each time 
window, and only those variables which affect he other modules. The local integrator for a module 
can be chosen according to the properties of that particular subsystem. Many of the recent papers 
in waveform and time point relaxation are concerned with the potential of parallelism when such 
methods are applied to large systems of equations. It has also been prevalent in these papers to 
assume that the same method is used for all subsystems. Some authors have considered partitioned 
integration methods where the system is split into a stiff and a non-stiff part to which different 
methods can be applied. For an account of these strategies, ee [2, 5] and the references therein. 
From the numerical analysts point of view, it is important to consider how the choice of methods 
and their implementation can be optimized with respect to accuracy and stability. The approach of 
this paper is based on the assumption that the local integrators are given, and it is our aim to 
investigate how various strategies for handling the interaction between the modules affect the 
overall stability of the resultant dynamic simulation. We shall confine the scope of the discussion to 
the strategy of time point relaxation with Runge-Kutta methods as introduced by Lie and Sk~lin 
[4]. An investigation of stability of time point relaxation with identical Runge-Kutta methods 
applied to the test equation u' = 2u -/~v, v' = #y + 2v, 2,/t ~ I~ can be found in Bellen et al. I-1]. 
Consider instead the general system 
Eu,] = Fro,, m,2] [~] (1) 
t /  Lm21 m22 " 
One idea is to break the couplings by integrating two subsystems u '=ml lu+gl  and 
v' = m22v + g2, where gl and g2 are obtained from a previous iteration or a previous tep. We will 
always assume that mll < 0 and m22 < 0 such that with constant forcing terms gl and g2 the 
solution of each subsystem will be stable, or more precisely, tend to the constants - gi/m,,  i = 1, 
2 for un, vn respectively. The solution of (1) tends to zero if and only if the eigenvalues of the 
coefficient matrix have negative real parts. Thus, any similarity transform of this matrix will result 
in a system with the same asymptotic stability properties. For many modular methods, their 
stability properties only depend on roll, m22, and the quantity m l 2m2 ~/m~ 1m22 . In this paper we 
shall put ¢ = ml~, r/= m22 and 7 = m12m21/mllm22 and then apply a similarity transform to (1) 
given by the matrix diag(m~2/m11, )to obtain the system 
(2) 
To avoid unnecessary use of notation, the symbols u and v are reinstated in (2). We need to impose 
the condition 7 < 1 to ensure that the eigenvalues of this new system have negative real parts. 
Notice that (2) allows for subsystems with different ime constants as opposed to the model 
equations used in [1]. This is important in investigating the use of modular integration on 
problems where the subsystems have a varying degree of stiffness. 
In [1] a more advanced strategy is used for exchanging information between subsystems. Instead 
of passing only one number per subsystem in each exchange, their approach is based on interpola- 
ting stage values from a previous iteration. In doing this, they obtain an order of accuracy which is 
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consistent with the order of each method, provided a sufficient number of iterations are performed 
in each step. They analyze both the Gauss-Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel algorithm for exchange of 
information. 
Although we will mainly use the first strategy, in Section 2, we shall introduce the concept 
couplin# stability or C~-stability in a way so as to be applicable also when the methods of Bellen 
et al. [1] are adapted to (2). This new stability definition is useful for comparing the stability 
properties of the modular  method with the methods for each subsystem, i.e., to what extent is the 
coupling strategy affecting the overall stability of the modular method. We also consider in 
particular the case where we use only one iteration (one exchange of information between 
subsystems) per step when two, possibly different Runge-Kutta methods are applied to each 
subsystem. In Section 3, we consider k iterations with the so called 0-methods which can be seen as 
a subclass of the Runge-Kutta methods. 
2. One iteration with general Runge-Kutta methods 
A Runge-Kutta  method is generally defined for initial value problems which, in their auton- 
omous form can be written as 
y' =f (y) ,  t >~ to, y(to) = Yo, (3) 
where Yo, y(t)e R N and f :  R N --. R s is a nonlinear vector function. The Runge-Kutta method can 
then be defined by the formulas 
Yr= y, + h ~ a, i f (Yj) ,  r=  1,.. . ,s, 
j= l  
5 
Y,+I = Yn + h ~, b, f (Y , ) .  
r= l  
Here h is the stepsize used in the integration. We denote by A the s x s matrix whose 0-element is a,j 
and we let b = (b~ .... ,b~) r. When a Runge-Kutta method is applied to the system y '= My, 
M ~ R u × u one obtains the formula 
y,+ ~ = R(hM)y,,  
where the rational function R(z) = 1 + zbX(l - zA)-~e and e = (1, ..., 1) T. Clearly, as n increases, 
the sequence y, tends to zero if and only if the eigenvalues of R (hM) are in the unit disk. When two 
Runge-Kutta methods are applied to (2) in a modular way, it is desirable to measure which values 
of each stability function R~ and R2 cause the approximations u, and v, to tend to zero as 
n increases. If there had been no coupling between the two equations in (2), say u' = ¢u + c~ and 
v' = ~/v + c2 where c~, c2 are real constants, the numerical approximations u. and v~ would agree 
asymptotically with the exact solution, satisfying l im._.,  u. = - c ~/~ and lim.-. ~ v. = - c2/q if and 
only if [Ri(h~)l < 1 and [R2(hr/)[ < 1. These uncoupled equations are actually special cases of the 
test equation y'(t)= 2y(t )+ e(t) as discussed by Zennaro [6]. Let 2 < 0 and g(t) be a real 
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continuous function, Zennaro calls the Runge-Kutta method Af(0)-stable if 
{ [Y,+I[ ~< max [Y,I; max for all 2 < O. (4) 
Similarly, he defines the region of Ai(0)-stability to be the maximum segment [ - r, 0] such that (4) 
holds whenever - r  < 2h < 0. The definition is later generalized to include continuous 
Runge-Kutta (CRK) methods, and results are given for the case when the CRK method is a linear 
interpolant. 
To proceed, we shall think of RI and R2 as coordinate axes in ~2. One could say that the above 
uncoupled system is stable for all values of h~ and hr/such that with r~ = Rl(h0 and r2 = R2(h~/), 
the point (r~, r2)~( - 1, 1)x( - 1, 1). Since we shall require both ~ and r/to be negative, it will 
suffice to consider only the rectangular subset of this square consisting of pairs 
(r~, r2)~ R~ (•-)x R2(R-). Thus, to quantify the loss of stability due to the decoupling of (2) by 
means of a modular integration technique, we need to characterize the subset of the above 
rectangle for which the resultant numerical approximations u, and v, tend to zero. Naturally, the 
asymptotic behaviour of un and v, also depends on the value of the coupling parameter ~in (2). 
Since modular integration is likely to work best when the size of the coupling is small, we shall also 
allow for a restriction on the range of V. Thus, we introduce another parameter ~ >f 0 and for a fixed 
value of ~, we consider the stability properties of the modular method applied to (2) when 
7 ~ ( - ~, 1) as we recall that 7 < 1 is necessary for the exact solution of the overall system (2) to 
be asymptotically stable, For any subset M_  R and rational function R(z), we let 
R-~(M) = {z:R(z)= r for some reM}.  We are now ready to give the definition of coupling 
stability. 
Definition 1. Let r l~R l (~- )~(  - 1, 1), r2ER2(~- )~ ( -- 1, 1) and 0~ >/0 be given. We shall say 
that the pair of methods (M~, ME) with stability functions R1 and R 2 is C~-stable at (r l, rE) if when 
applied to (2) 
l imu,= l imv,=O V(h¢,h~l)eR[l(r l)xR~l(r2)c~R -x~-  and -~<y<l .  
Similarly, we define the reoion of C~-stability to be the set 
S~ = {(rl, r2):(Mb M2) is C~-stable at (rl, r2)}. 
Finally, we shall say that the pair of methods is AC~-stable if
S~_(RI (R- )×R2(~-) )c~((  - 1, 1)x( - 1, 1)). 
These stability definitions hould not be confused with the conventional ones associated with the 
scalar test equation y' = 2y. It might at first seem unnatural that the stability regions are expressed 
in terms of (rl, r2) instead of (h~, he). However, in studying modular integration methods we want 
to measure their merits relative to each of the methods involved. We are interested in the extent o 
which stability is lost due to the strategy used for handling input/output between the modules. The 
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stability region as suggested here can be transformed to the (he, hr/) plane by applying the inverse of 
the stability functions R1 and R2 to each point (r~, r2) in the C~-region of stability. 
Notice that, for instance, it is possible for a modular method consisting of two explicit 
Runge-Kutta methods to be AC~-stable. 
From the definition we see that ~ > ~2 implies S~, ~ S~. 
In the rest of this section, we consider the modular method obtained by applying two 
Runge-Kutta methods eparately to the equations 
u' = ¢u + iv. ,  
v' = r/v + r/7((1 - q)u. + qu.+l), 
(5) 
in each step. Thus, if q = 0 the two methods can be applied independently (Gauss-Jacobi) while if 
q ~ 0 the methods must be applied one after the other (Gauss-Seidel). We list some stability 
properties for these methods. 
Theorem 2. Consider the modular method obtained by applyin# two, possibly different Run#e-Kutta 
methods to (5). Let S,. c [ - 1, 1] x [ - 1, 1] be the closed region confined by the lines rl = 1, r2 = 1, 
r2 = - r~. Then we have 
(a) /fq = 0 (Gauss-Jacobi), then S~ ~_ S,.for all ~ >i O, 
(b) / f0 ~< ql ~< q2 ~< 1 then S~,q, ~_ S~,q 2, 
tc)/f 
~t+l  x//~+ 1 
~<ql ~<q2, 
then S~.~ 2 c S~.q, for all ~ > O, and 
(d) for any q we have 
0 s =O. 
~t>O 
Proof. The resulting discrete formulas are 
u.+,l = [ r, - ( l - r , )  ] Fu.I, (6) 
V,+l_l - 7(1 - r2)(1 - q(1 - rl)) r2  + 7q(1 - rl)(1 - r2 )  LV,_l 
where rl = R~(hO and r2  = R2(ht / ) .  We need to consider the conditions for which the spectral 
radius of the matrix in (6) is less than one. We compute the characteristic polynomial 
p(2) = 22 - (rl + r2 + ~q(1 - rl)(1 - r2))2 + rlr2 - ~(1 - rl)(1 - r2)(l - q). (7) 
The Routh-Hurwitz criterion yields the conditions 
(gl) 91(rl,r2,7):=(1 - rl)(1 - r2)(1 - ~) > 0, 
(g2) 92(rl,r2, q, 7):=(1 +r l ) (1  +r2)+~(1- r l ) (1 - r2 ) (2q-1)>0,  (8) 
(g3)  f fa ( r l ,  r2 ,  q, 7) := 1 - -  f i r  2 + T(1 -- rl)(1 - -  rE ) (1  - -  q) > 0. 
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Since 7 < 1 by assumption, clearly (gl) is satisfied for any h. We prove (a) by showing that if 
f it,  r2)¢Sm, then (g2) fails to hold. To this end, we rewrite (g2) with q = 0 into the form 
rl + r2 
7 < 1 + 2(1 - r~)(1 - r2)" 
If this is to hold for y near 1, it is necessary that rt + r2 i> 0, so for any ~ > 0, S~ ~ Sin. 
To prove (b), let 0<~q~<q2-~<½ and ~/>0 be given and assume that (8) holds for 
rl ,  r2e(  - 1, 1), q~ and ye(  - a, 1). We prove that it holds for r l ,  r2, q2, 0~. Because (g2) and (g3) 
both are linear in y, it suffices to check that they hold for ~, = 1 in (g2) and y = - ~ in (g3). We have 
g2(rl ,r2,q2, 1) - g2(r l , r2,q l ,  1) = 2(1 - rl)(1 - r2)(q2 - ql) >>- 0 
and 
g3(rl, r2, q2, -- ~) -- g3(rl, r2, ql,  -- 00 = ~(1 -- r l)(1 -- r2)(q2 -- ql). 
Hence these arbitrari ly chosen rl ,  r2 ~ S~.~, also belong to S~,q2. 
(c) is proved in a similar way. Observe first that the lower bound on l(~):= (~ + 1 - x/~ + l)/~t 
increases monotonical ly  from ½ to 1 as ~ varies from 0 to oo. Assume for a moment  thatf~ and f2 
are positive numbers, and that f l f2  >(2q-  1)~ with q i> l(~). Then ( f l - f2 )  2 =( f l  +f2)  2 
- 4fl f2 /> 0. Thus 
(f~ +f2)  2 >t 4f~f2 > 4(2q - 1)~ >I 4(~ + 2 - 2x/~ + 1) = (2(x//-~ + 1 - 1)) 2 >t (2(1 - q)~t) 2
so that f~ +f2  > 2(1 - q)~. Considering (g2) with q/> ½ and (g3), we get the inequalities 
1 +r~ 
f~f2 > (2q - 1)~, f l  + f2  > 2(1 - q)~ where~ = - - ,  i = 1, 2. 
1 - r~ 
From the above discussion it follows that the second inequality dominates when q >t l(~). As in 
the proof  of (b), we obtain (rl, r2)~S~.~2 implies (rl, r2)eS~.~, if q2 >~ ql- 
To prove part (d) pick any (rl, r2 )e ( -  1, 1)x ( -  1, 1) and observe that if q < 1, (g3) is violated 
for y near - • if • > (1 - rlr2)/((1 - rl)(1 - r2)(1 - q)). Similarly, if q > ½, (g2) fails to hold for 
values of 7 near - ~t if ot > (1 + rl)(1 + r2)/((1 - r l)(1 - r2)(2q - 1)). []  
Fig. 1 shows the C~-stability region for four different values of ~. In each subplot the regions 
corresponding to q = 0, ½, 1 are the areas above the respective curves. 
3. I terat ions  with O-methods 
In the previous section, we applied only one iteration with two general Runge-Kut ta  methods. 
In this section, we shall consider the 0-methods which are applied to the initial value problem (3) 
defined by the formula 
y~+~ = y. + h(1 - O)f(y~) + hOf(y,+~), (9) 
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Fig. 1. C,-regions f stability. 
where 0 is typically chosen in the interval [0, 1]. Notice that the choices 0 = 0, 1, ½ result in the 
well-known methods Euler, Backward Euler and Trapezoidal Rule, respectively. We shall investi- 
gate the case when two 0-methods (i.e., two possibly different choices of 0 in (9)) are combined to 
constitute a modular  method which is applied to (2). We allow several iterations, i.e., we consider an 
iteration scheme of the form 
h(k) ,~ (k- 1)x n+l U, +h~((1 - -O l )un+01 "(k) = Un+~) + he((1 --01)v. + VlVn+ I ), 
(lO) 
v(k)  , (k -  1) ,1, (k) ,~ (k) .+1 = v. + hq7((1 -- 02)Un + 02((1 -- q)u.  + l + ,1-.+ 1)) + hr/((1 - 02)v .  + v2v.+ l), 
for k >/1, where - (o) . (o) u .+t  = u. and v.+l  = v.. As in Section 2 we see that q = 0 corresponds to 
a Gauss - Jacob i  type of  iteration, while when q 4: 0, it is intended that the formulas are applied in 
sequence. 
Let us first recall that the stability function of a P-method is given as 
1 + (1 - O)z 
R(z )= 1 -Oz  (11) 
Furthermore, observe that for 0 > 0 it is bounded and monotone on ( -~ ,  0), 1 - 1/0 < R(z )  < 1, 
thus the inverse function exists. Let us rewrite (10) in matrix form, where we use rl = RI (h~) and 
r2 = R2(hq). We get a system of the form 
I..+ u. I u.+ l I 
v = u + w h , , , - , ,  J, 
Lv . J  L~'n+ 1 J 
(12) 
96 
where the 2 x 2 matrices V, U and W are given by 
and 
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E1 Ol] [ r, 
V= (1-r2)702q ' U= -7 (1 - r2 ) (1 -02)  
0 -01(1 - r l ) ]  
W = - (1  --r2)(1 - -q)027 0 " 
Thus, we have 
E] Un + 1 Un (k) = Bk Vn + 1 Vn 
--(1 --01)(lr2 - - r l ) ]  
where  B k = V - 1U + V - 1 WBk-  1. 
IfB~ := limk, ~ Bk exists, we have Bk -- B~ = V - 1 W (Bk- 1 - Boo), thus convergence is equivalent 
to the spectral radius of V - 1W being less than one. By computing the characteristic polynomial of 
this matrix and by using the Routh-Hurwitz criterion we obtain 
Proposition 3. Let fl :=  70102(1  - rl)(1 - r2) .  Iteration (10) converges to 
[u.,,,] [::] ,~*1 =( I -  V-1W)- IV - IU  , (13) 
Vn+ 1 
if and only if 
( 1 ,1) 
fie x 2q -- 1 
f o r O <<. q <<. z3 ,
for 2a < q ~ l. 
Hence, the largest interval of convergence for fl is achieved with q = 13 for which the scheme 
converges if and only if fie( - 3, 1) (see Fig. 2). 
Observe that for the 0-methods, we have 
(1 - R(z))O = Oz 
1 - -  OZ' 
which decreases monotonically from I to 0 for z e ( -oo, 0). Thus fl takes values between 0 and 7 for 
all pairs (h~, hr/) e R - x •-. 
To analyze the stability of the limit method (13), one can use a similar approach to arrive at 
Proposition 4. The limit method (13) is AC~-stable for all a >t 0 if and only i f01 >1 ½ and 0 2 ~ ½. 
Moreover, there is no ~t >1 0 such that with either 01 <<. ½ or 02 <<. ½ the resultant limit method is 
AC~-stable. 
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Fig. 2. Interval of convergence in terms of q. 
It should be noted that this strong stability result for 01, 02/> ½ cannot be exploited in full by 
using the iteration (10) to arrive at the limit method, since the condition for convergence is by far 
the more restrictive. Observe also that the above result with 0 = 01 = 02 agrees with the well- 
known result that 0-methods are A-stable if and only if 0 >~ ½. 
We shall consider stability of (10) for q = 0 and q = 1 using a fixed number of iterations in each 
step. We have the following result. 
Theorem 5. Assume that Ot >1 ½, 02 >1 ½, q = 0 and 0 <~ ~ <~ 1 are given. 
(a) The method (10) with k iterations is ACl-stable i l k  = 4m where m is any positive integer. 
(b) Let 0 = rain{01,02}. The method with k = 4m - 2 iterations is AC~-stable for 0 < • < 1 if 
0 > ½ and 
2m- l> 
In(20 - 1) 
ln~ 
(c) The method (10) with k an odd number of  iterations is not AC~-stable for any ~ >>. 0 unless 
01 = 02 = 1. 
Theorem 6. Assume that 01 >>- ½, 02 >~ ½, q = 1 and 0 <~ ~ <<. 1 are given. Then the method (10) with 
k iterations is AC,-stablefor  all even k. I f01 > ½, 02 >1 ½, 0 <~ ~ < 1 and q = 1 then the method with 
k iterations is A C~-stablefor all 
In(201 - 1) 
k> 
In 
The condition that 0~ ~< 1 in the above theorems is imposed to ensure that the scheme converges 
for any (h~, he) ~ I~ - x I~ -. 
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Notice the resemblance between the case k = 4m - 2 for q = 0 and k odd for q = 1. The formula 
indicates that in these cases one needs twice as many iterations in the q = 0 case to obtain AC~- 
stability as in the q = 1 case. However,  in the latter case, the condit ion is imposed on 01 while the 
q -- 0 case is still more restrictive since the condit ion involves min {01,02 }. 
To simplify the proofs of the above theorems, we shall first prove the following lemma: 
Lemma 7. Let 01 >t ½, 02 >1 ½ and y < 1 be given and put 0 = min{01, 02}. Then the eigenvalues of 
Bo~ are contained in the disk {z' lz - (1 - (1/20))1 < 1/20}. 
Proof. Compute  the characteristic polynomial  p(2) of Boo. Assume for instance that 0 = 01 ~< 02, 
and set ,0(2) = p(202 - (20 - 1)). Then use the Routh -Hurwi tz  condit ions to assert that the roots 
of ,0(2) lie within the unit circle. []  
Proof of Theorem 5. With q=0,  V=I  and hence V -1W=W.  Thus, W2=f l l  where 
fl = (1 - r l)(1 - r2)0102~. Recall that - 1 ~< - ot < y < 1, so f ie(  - ~, 1) ~_ ( - 1, 1). Hence 
Boo =( I  - W)- IU  =(1 - f l ) - l ( I  + W)U,  and 
~flk/2I -{- (1 - -  flk/2)B00 for k even, 
Bk = [fltk_lj/2(U + W) +(1 --fltk-l~/E)B00 for k odd. 
Let t ing  2 k and 200 be eigenvalues of Bk and B00, we get for even k 
2k = fiR~2 + (1 -- flk/2)200. (14) 
In the case that k = 4m, we have 0 ~< fl2m < 1 and 
[24m [ = [fl2m + (1 -- f12m)2001 ~ fl2m _~ (1 - f l2m)[2ool < 1 
since 12001 < 1 by Proposi t ion 4. This proves the part (a) of Theorem 5. 
Now,  assume that k = 4m - 2 and set x = fl2m- 1. If 7 >i 0 then x >/0 and (b) follows as in the 
previous case. Assume instead that V < 0 i.e., ~ < 0. F rom (14) we get 
b ( 12kl='lx+(1--x)2001= l - -~-O+~-O+(1- -x )  200-- 1-  
where we have used Lemma 7 and the triangle inequality. Thus, if - x ~< 20 - 1 then 12kl < 1. SO 
(b) follows by observing that - x < ( - 7)2m- 1 < e2m- 1 
To prove (c), observe first from (11) that 0(1 - R(z)) = Oz/(1 - Oz). Since lim~-,_000z/(1 - Oz) 
= 1, rl and r2 can be chosen such that d:= 01(1 - r l) = 02(1 - r2) is arbitrari ly close to 1. It is 
then possible, by choosing 7 sufficiently close to 1, to make x := tim-1 = (ed2)m-1 arbitrari ly close 
to 1. Recall that 
12m-1 -~- t(,(U .q- W)  .-~ (1 - /£)B00. 
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By continuity, one can for any e > 0 find 61 > 0 such that [2(B2,,-1) - 2(U + W)J < e for each 
d and 7 such that max{1 - d, 1 - 7} < 61. Let M be the matrix obtained by setting 7 = 1, d = 1 in 
U + W. M has eigenvalues 21 = 1 and 22 = 1 - 1/01 - 1/02. Again by continuity, it follows that 
62 can be found such that 12(U + W)  - 221 < e if max{1 - d, 1 - 7} < ~2. Hence 
[,~-(B2/- 1) -- ,~,2[ ~< [~,(B2m- 1 - ,~.(U + W)l + [,~(U + W) - '~'2[ < 2e 
for max{1 - d, 1 - 7} < max{61, 62}. So the result follows by choosing 0 < e < ( - 1 - 22)/2 = 
(1/01 + 1 /02-2) /2 .  [] 
Proof of Theorem 6. For the case q = 1, we obtain another simple version of the matrix V - 1 W.  
[~r:= V- Iw  ___[~ - -01(1 - - r , ) ]  
t ' 
with i = (1 - rl)(1 - r2)01027. Hence, now I~ k = f l k - I  if,, and we obtain 
Bk = ik - l (0  + I~) + (1 -- f lk -1)Bo~,  
where 0 = V - 1U. Letting T := trace(Bk) and D := det(Bk) we must ensure the positivity of the 
quantities 1 - T + D, 1 + T + D and 1 - D. Some calculations how that 
1 - i 
1-T+D=~(1- r l ) (1 - - r2 ) (1 -7 ) ,  
1- i  
which is positive for all r~, r2,7, Jill which are less than unity. For the second condition we compute 
--tiff( -- ) (202--1)(20'--1+flk) 1 +T+D=I  (201-1) (202 1! + 
1 ~ (1 + r l ) ( l  + r2) -- 0102 0102 
Since r~(1  - 1/0, 1), i -- 1, 2 it is sufficient o impose 
(202 - 1)(201 - 1 + i lk) >I O. 
This condition is satisfied for each t~(  - 1, 1) ifk is even and for all i e  [0, 1) ifk is odd. Notice that 
it also holds unconditionally if 02 = ½. If i < 0 (corresponding to 7 < 0), k is odd and 02 > ½. We 
obtain the condition 
(15) 0~ k ~ 201 -- 1 
again since fl~(7, 0) and 7e(  - ~, 1). 
We proceed by considering 1 - D 
1 - D = 1 -- f i r  2 + + 0-~2(1 -- 02). 
Again by considering the range of rl and r2 we conclude that the critical case is when rl and r2 are 
both negative in which case the first part of the above expression is positive and we are left with the 
condition 
01 + 02 - 1 + ilk(1 -- 02) >~ 0. 
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Fig. 3. Cl-stability regions for 0~ = 02 = ½, q = 0, k = I, 2, 3, 5, 6. 
As in the previous condition, this is satisfied for any k if fie [0, 1) and for even k if f ie( - 1, 1). If 
f < 0 and k is odd, then we must have 
~k ~< 01 + 02 -- 1 (16) 
1 -- 02 
By comparing (15) with (16) we find that (15) is the critical inequality whenever 01(1 - 202) > 0. 
Thus, it is only necessary to consider (16) when 02 = ~, in which case it takes the form ~ ~< 201 - 1. 
In conclusion, the method with k iterations and q = 1 is ACl-stable for all even k, and for odd k it is 
AC~-stable whenever ~k <~ 201 -- 1. [] 
Fig. 3 shows the Cl-regions of stability when the trapezoidal rule is used for both methods 
(01 -- 02 = ~) and the iteration is done in a Gauss-Jacobi fashion. The curves show the stability 
regions for k = 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, respectively, where k is the number of iterations. The region is the area in 
( - 1, 1) x ( - 1, 1) above the curve. 
4. Conc lud ing  remarks  
By introducing a relative stability concept, we have tried to quantify the loss of stability due to 
the breaking of the couplings by modular integration in a two by two linear system of ODEs. Our 
setting is more general than [11 as our test system includes their system as a special case. This 
generalization allows for subsystems with varying degrees of stiffness. However, in this paper we 
have dealt with modular  methods which are less advanced than those in [1]. However, the basic 
definition, that of coupling stability can be generalized to account for the methods based on 
interpolating stage values as in [1]. We believe that there is a potential for studying the methods of 
Bellen et al. in this new framework, and that will be the subject of the forthcoming papers. 
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